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5 Home Investors You Should Avoid

They buy homes as is, buy ugly houses, buy homes for cash, they make it easy for homeowners
to sell their houses fast and for cash. It can’t go unmentioned – home investors have brought a
breath of fresh air since the US housing market went ruckus.
Interestingly, the Feds have been seen to encourage the cropping breed of home investors
whose invaluable contribution is best told by the homeowners who were either underwater
with their mortgages or well into foreclosure.

Flipping the coin to the other side, we see the kindred of home investors who are the black
sheep that sit pretty in this family. If a home was awarded for every one of these “Home
Infestors”, mortgage companies would be out of business!
5 Home Investors You Should Avoid
Meet the mutations in home infest—err—investors, the kind you do not want on your chart...
1. The URLtor: Unavailable Realtor Location
If you know this home investor, it’s because:
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You saw his ad sign somewhere around the block



He sold or bought your neighbor’s home



You stumbled upon his contacts in the Yellow pages



You came across his ad in the classifieds section of your local daily

But if you take your search to the World Wide Web, Google cannot put it better: Your search
did not match any results…

In such a tech-savvy era, norms have been reversed and businesses would be excused for
starting online then offline. Now unless this home investor started off the other way around,
and you unfortunately catch him in-between phases, there’s just no excuse for a home investor
to not have an online presence.
This is not only good for business, but having an online presence also makes your dealings with
the home investor so much easier, faster and convenient.
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If you need to check out the home investor’s portfolio, testimonials, referees, services offered
and even all the contact details, you could easily do so at your convenience and with the click of
your mouse if there’s a website.
However, not the Yellow Pages, not an ad sign, and not even the few lines in the Classifieds
section would offer this much information.
2. The Hobbyist: Realty-Coaster Ride
If buying homes was a disorder, this type of home investor would be institutionalized.
They buy homes for the kick it gives them, to feed some fetish, for the fun and thrill of it,
because they can and do it, and off course, because it’s a hobby.
So you’re thinking: Why on earth should you avoid this kind of home investor?
And the answer is simple. Such home investors will not approach your home sale as a business
transaction but as “an added feather to my cap, an addition to my collection”...which means:


You will get a raw deal...



The home investor’s needs will be met, and yours, not half as much...



You should not expect competitive rates or a decent cash payout for your home...



Chances of flouting some laws or regulations here and there are much higher—if not,
where’s the fun in that anyway? It still is a hobby remember...



Who goes about their hobbies like their 9 to 5 job? Nobody! So the last thing you should
expect from a hobbyist home investor is professionalism—oh, and you bet you’re not a
client, just a facilitator for their fetish.
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Makes you feel like you could almost hate them...and not so much for the “hobbying”, but
simply because here’s someone who can buy homes for fun while you literally sold your heart
and soul just to get your own home—and you only almost did!
3. The Telerealtor: Long-Distance Realtyship
If long-distance relationships never worked for you after hours, you better believe that a “Longdistance Realtyship” won’t either.
And just how does this work?
Well, you’re trying to get cash for your home in a Western state by selling it to a home investor
based in a state on the East...some daunting task that must be!
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The first blooper is on logistics, and the last on logics—enough said, no?
Our super tip is very simple: Find a local home investor, or a home investor that has office
branches – one of which is in your locality or in your state.
4. The Procrastirealtor: Procrastination is a profit in time
One pop for you if you recognize this kind of home investor, and two pops for you if you fell for
it...even we can’t blame you on this one—it’s just so convincing, so sensible, so wise...
The thing about the “Procrastirealtor” is that he’ll actually draw you into his far-fetched farfrom-right school of thought...the all too common notion that a better offer will come
tomorrow, in a month’s time, within 2 months, after 6 months…never!
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Worse off is that because of such an approach, you might end up getting peanuts for your
home because this home investor can barely decide on what the minimum asking price will be,
and from that, figure out how much cash you should get.
You better take this from us, in the real estate market and home sale business, there’s no
better time like the NOW.
5. The FDA-approved: Backyard-Certified
This one’s a taker, and you affirmed it if you chuckled. Of all the home investors you should
avoid, top on the list are the ones with FDA-approval, hands down!
Before you can feel all smug and smart about it, you would definitely fall for such a fib if the
home investor coined it like: “Yes indeed, we buy homes and are SRRATC-approved, BCREaccredited...”
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You’ve never heard of any of these certification bodies, neither can you confirm their existence
or validity, but simply because it sounds so fancy and pro-like, you bite the bait and no longer
care to hear more or ask more questions; you’re already raring to do business!
Before you seal the deal, it’s only prudent that you confirm the mere existence of the license let
alone its validity, and of course, ensure that it’s recognized at the very least...lest you might as
well cross your fingers and hope to get lucky with an FDA recall on your home...and by the way,
too late for that too!
In conclusion, this is not just about the mentioned 5 home investors you should avoid. Common
sense should have it that if you can’t feel at home with a home investor, then by all means
avoid that one—even homes need a decent sendoff...
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Reasons Why Your Seattle Home Won’t Sell Fast

Like insects, you’ve seen them moving in and out from one block to another—in fact, you weren’t too
worried about selling your Seattle home if and when you’d need to…but when the “if and when”
became your “here and now”, you ultimately realized that selling a house is not like selling lemonade in
summer. Why won’t your Seattle home sell fast?

You better believe it’s not because no one’s moving out, else people wouldn’t first buy a house then
move in…
The woman that died in your house 2 decades ago also has nothing to do with your house not selling
fast—she sure rests more peacefully than you have been since you listed your home…
Neither does the grumpy hawk-eyed senior citizen (the one you call “your neighbor” on a good day)
have anything to do with it...
So why won’t your Seattle home sell fast? What’s been keeping your house from getting a buyer?
Your asking price is asking...
…Why, for a revision of course!
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...There must be a very good solid reason why some virtual private servers are set aside for sites purely
concerned with the highs and lows, why’s and how’s of the real estate market…
...And in those servers is plenty of information such as trends in Home Price Index (HPI), median home
prices, average home prices in various locale, standard deviations and derivatives in realty indexes...
...And all this is further beautifully and comprehensively presented in the form of graphs that don’t need
a college degree to interpret.
Not to insult anyone’s intelligence, but by saying you don’t need a degree to read the graphs, we’re
simply implying that ANY home-hunter or and home-buyer across the board might just click their way to
those servers, and voila!
“Hmm...What have we here…an asking price that’s way-off-the-mark, over-priced, amplified,
magnified…and do they think we don’t use Google...wait, who’s the appraiser...appraisers in Seattle have
lost it…really…?”
At this rate, real estate brokers and the entire real estate fraternity need to come up with some sort of
reprimand for homeowners who do this.
Guilty on the 1st count: “misdemeanor in misrepresentation and insufficient research”;
Guilty on the 2nd count: “felony against the state (insulting current market values)”;
Guilty on the 3rd count: “incorporate/domestic fraud in property appraisal”;
Guilty on the 4th count: “2nd degree career-slaughter on Appraisers”
What say the Jury? “We shall not buy!”
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And there goes your home, not only will it NOT sell fast, but you bet it will be earmarked even faster—
“Eh, eh, eh, don’t touch that one, it’s overly priced, put your money in a trust fund if you have to!”
Wow! That photo was a...well...a Beta version 2.0 of the house
Let’s agree to leave extreme airbrushing and over-ambitious Photoshop to the residents of the PBmansion and faces, etc of the PB-magazine…really!
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Now unless your Seattle home sale is on eBay—and it includes shipping costs—you’re bubble will burst
smack on your face.
You see that’s the tricky thing with selling homes, you’re better off sticking to the WYSIWYG (What You
See Is What You Get) so that there are no cyber-chat surprises (we know these ones all too well!) and so
that the Open House date will not turn into an Open-Mouth fiasco.
Besides, the amount of Photoshop required for the image is often commensurate to the defects of the
object (sorry Hollywood!).
If you had to take your airbrush gear a notch higher, couldn’t you figure perhaps a few injections here
and there on the real deal would make the cut…? You know, some “house-tox” never hurt an old home:
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be it planting some more flowers along the picket fence,



or whitewashing the wooden borders,



shaving the shrubs,



de-cluttering the backyard,



or cleaning up (of course yes, you never thought of this!)

We all know what a new wall color can do for a room (frill it or kill it); or what space can do for the
ambience of a house...it’s just basic ever-so simple things such as these that make the difference
between a house and a home, and more so, a fast-buy or a no-buy one.
Ah! Look what the cat dragged—home!
If you’re a culprit for this, then you’re worse than the ambitious homeowner who went Guilty on all 4
counts!
Perhaps the most painful thing for a realtor to see is a magnificent house on sale with barely any
marketing initiative. That’s like going to the Waldorf Astoria for French fries (where is the value?)...or
eating caviar with sushi (who’s appreciating who?)…!
But your typical realtor will not walk by and tell you: Hey, you might wanna order some champagne for
the caviar!
Neither will they tell you that your home can sell for thrice your asking price with “a little more”
marketing…the realtor will simply go ahead and buy your “magnificastle” for your throw-away asking
price, then go do some serious in-your-face marketing for the home—and of course take home thrice
what you pocketed for it.
Let the record show: eHouseOffers would NOT do this to you...uhhmm, OKAY…we would! We’d actually
do just that—but share the triple earnings with you, so everycat drags home a house of cash 
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Yes proof is in the pudding, but where’s the cherry?
Listen, you don’t have to be persuasive or aggressive to close a deal...else, where would the otherwise
shy (yes, shy) sales executives go? If you’re going to serve some Crème Brûlée, adding a cherry at the
top will not hurt a tooth.
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All what some homebuyers need is a little shoving—you know, Incentive.
Imagine if you found out that a vintage rug in your living room was the only thing that stood between
you and a good deal with a certain home-buyer?
Ridiculous as it may sound, some clients just need a wink here and a pat there in the name of seemingly
meaningless yet priceless incentives that make clients reach out for their checkbooks—with a blush. So
go ahead and make your clients blush, you on the other hand will have your money rush!
Welcome to the Meddle’s residence…
Meet Mrs. Pry Meddle and her husband Mr. S.Noop Meddle.
Now who’s the one blushing? Could it be because you never miss an Open House for your Seattle home?
Could it be because you’ve met each and every prospective home buyer that has walked into your
house? Could it be because you do more talking for your house than your real estate broker?


It’s in your best interest NOT to see strangers mill in and out of your house, doing what you do
best (snooping).



It’s also in your best interest NOT to put in a word for yourself and your house (unless asked to)
lest you blow the deal.



It’s in the best interest of your prospective buyers, to feel FREE to critique and tongue-in-cheek
all they want about your house—in your broker’s presence and behind your back.
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At the end of the day, all that should matter to you is what leaves their pockets and not their mouths.
You ARE trying to sell your Seattle home and not your strokes in home maintenance—right?
Let the record show: Mrs. Pry Meddle and her husband Mr. S.Noop Meddle exit the house during all
viewings and Open House sessions for their Seattle home sale... Their teenage kids could use THAT
attention, thank you very much!
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Cash For Houses In Seattle

There must be countless real estate brokers offering cash for houses in Seattle...you’re selling
your Seattle home, you need a buyer fast, you approach a real estate agent, he promises to give
you cash for your home. You’re really not concerned about what happens in the time between
your Seattle home going on the market and the time when it goes off the market—all you care
about is getting cash for it.
More often than not, you WILL get cash for your house, the only discrepancy is “how much” and
“how fast”...
If all it takes to convince you is a flowery, hyperbolic sales page promising you to “get good
money in a wink”, then we can promise you that you’ll be convinced alright, as much as you’ll
be winking long after you’ve sold your house—and it’s not from homesickness!

A home sale is a business transaction through your business partnership
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Selling your house is like opening shop, only with the additional requirement for a business
partnership which is with your real estate broker.
If you end up dissatisfied with your home sale by the realtor, you’re basically implying that you
ventured into business with a business partner you did not trust, did not know, could not rely
on, and essentially, should not have done business with...
If every homeowner looked at it this way, rogue real estate brokers would be out of business
way before the housing bubble could gather air—but they’re not!
Meaning that some undiscerning homeowners are playing ducks and drakes with their houses
for sale…and you don’t want to join this statistic! So how do you tell them apart? The rogue
from the pro – the rookie from the expert?

What should your relationship with the real estate agent be like?
If you can configure your ideal business partner then so can you figure out how your
relationship with the realtor should be. Here’s a good checklist:
If your real estate agent doesn’t sound like your wife, then you’re in business!
God bless your wife (for being your wife if not anything for anything else!) but what do we call
that state when your wife’s been gushing for what seems like an eternity and all your attention
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is in awe of how many facial muscles she’s……(lost in translation)…yeah, that state—what do
you call it?
You know you need to find your way out of that office if a real estate broker begins to sound
like your better half, because unlike your wife, whom you don’t have to listen to and still lose
nothing (sorry ladies!), with your realtor, you cannot afford to not listen—there’s a whole lot to
lose! But for some reason, you just don’t connect; you listen but don’t understand your
realtor...
If a real estate agent is indeed a real estate agent, it’s duly because he must have passed the
realtor’s exam and all other necessary state/federal requirements. So he DOES NOT need to
prove anything to you about all what he knows by rubbing you the wrong way.
Be warned: If your agent can’t be clear and concise; if your agent prefers using big words in
succession as opposed to layman’s terms; if your agent could very well make a fool out of you
and have you inadvertently toasting to that, then you need to take a hike.
Some rogue agents actually use such tactics to get you all confused and resolved so that you
simply leave it to them to “take care of things” (read: “make a double whammy out of your
ignorance and your home sale”).
If you can you trust your realtor with your wife, you can trust him with your home.
Quite literally, if you can trust your agent with your wife (feel free to stretch your imagination
here) you can definitely entrust your house to him.
It’s one thing to be unclear about certain things, but to be skeptical; you’ve got to have some
unnerving faith to think that you’ll be any less cynical when you get the cash for your house in
Seattle.
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If your realtor is as good with your house as your wife is with your kids, then it shouldn’t be
difficult seeing him raising your funds!
Here’s something the ladies won’t be mad about! They just have a way with handling things,
taking care of things or just simply saving the day in times of need, urgency or crisis…your wife,
mother, some woman we can all relate to.
You realize you don’t have updated documents from your mortgage lender—but your
agent does...
You have no idea what the current market value for your house is—let alone what it was
worth some 5 years ago, but your broker could very well draw the price graph for you...
You didn’t know that there are 3 more listed houses in your area with an asking price
almost half yours—and they’re still on the market, they haven’t been sold, but your
agent is so kind as to inform you all this, and further advise you on best the way
forward…
Sounds like the ‘dream real estate agent’—probably not, but only if you wake up to the reality
that making scrambled eggs is by no means the measure of a chef.
Have no fear when cashing in on your house—and don’t believe the hype, it’s nothing like
walking on eggshells because in any case, an agent worth his salt should feel like your PA—
err—HA (Home Assistant)…no?
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If you feel like you just can’t do without your real estate broker, like the way you feel when
your wife knows where you left your beige socks last week, then, it’s show-time!
This may be a tricky one (and especially if you take the wife-analogy a little too literally—one
wife’s job description is another’s job prescription)...but you’ve got to ask yourself:


Do you try to find a whole number of things you can do for yourself and thus take them
off your agent’s hands (and not out of kindness)?



Do you wish you could supervise or monitor your broker’s every move?



Do you find little or no relief from the whole process of trying to sell your house via your
real estate broker?



Are you feeling like you were better off going DIY on your home sale than you are now
that you have hired a real estate agent?



Are you frequently wondering what you’re paying your realtor for?

If you were to run an inventory on your marriage, your divorce would be determined by the
answers to such questions in context. Is it time to divorce your real estate agent? By now you
shouldn’t find that hard to answer…
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And not to insinuate that a good real estate agent will give you millions for a ramshackle, but
before you decide to sell and get money for your house, just don’t expect to cash in on a fair
price when dealing with a rogue agent.
Remember that for the unscrupulous realtors, when they sing “CASH for houses in Seattle”,
they’re actually talking about THEIR pockets—not yours!
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We Buy Houses Scam: How To Avoid It
How can you tell that you’re on the brink of falling victim to a “We Buy Houses” scam? Well, we’ve taken
it upon ourselves to sum it all up...“The money's the same, whether you earn it or scam it.” That’s a
school of thought you want only Bob Heenan belonging to, else, run like your life depends on it!

There really isn’t an easy or sure way about this, because every con or scammer has just 2 intentions: to
meet their ends (usually financial), and not to get caught. So while we’re busy preaching how to catch a
scammer, they’re busy breaching the same.
Let’s get right into it then, grab a pen and paper if you have to because this is one checklist you’ll want
to check before you get that check. (PS: Forgive the clichés, but you’ll be surprised at just how gullible
you’re capable of being in the reign of a seasoned scammer...)
Is this a professional home investor?
You’ll want to look out for the tell-tale signs of a professional agent, it should be easier than discerning if
that license or certificate is genuine or just a con artist’s masterpiece.
Right off the bat you should be able to pick on these pointers and know when to duck:


Is it easy to reach that agent whenever you have queries or are in need of clarification?
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If you feel like an agent is often M-I-A and you just want to go C-I-A on him, maybe you should! But if
you’ve got better uses for your time, then simply need to put an E-N-D to that association and find an
agent that makes it all worth your time and money.



Has the agent garnered enough experience and for how long?

To be fair to the newbies and fresh graduates, you at least want to be dealing with a minimum of 1
year’s experience.
However, reality does not allow us to be fair and you definitely want to deal with an agent who’s been in
the business long enough to have made a loss from the housing bubble, and long enough to have
recovered, or at least, to have mustered the tweaks and tricks of survival, redemption and salvation.


Has the agent been in business for the last straight year?

You’re probably better off dealing with that agent who’s been in business for the last 2 years, than the
agent that’s been in business for 3 years except the last 1 year.
The changing dynamics in the realty market necessitate a real-time broker who’s as good as his last
sale/purchase; and if that’s over a year ago, then the request has timed out and you need to refresh.


Are there other real estate agents who can vouch for the said broker?

Do note the difference between bad-blood and healthy competition. You’ll not get anything good from
an agent scorned, but if a couple of reputable brokers have positive feedback on a given agent, you’re a
winner!
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Does the agent have his credentials, certifications and license in order?

No need to say more...this is one of those black or white situations, no grays here. The agent either has
the credentials or not, his license is either valid or not, the broker (and hence his business, your deal
with him, and so on...) is either legitimate or not.
Can you get everything in writing?
It cannot be over-emphasized just how important it is to back all your dealings with a broker in form of
writing—documentation.
Failure to this, there’ll be so much you can lose and just about nothing you can do about it.
Can you fully comprehend whatever’s in writing?
Don’t get too carried away with the “Is it in writing?” bit because even a fake document is in writing.
Considering that there’s just too much at stake with this, a good rule of thumb is to not only ensure that
you fully comprehend everything presented in the documentation, but that you also cross your t’s and
dot your i’s before you sign on that dotted line.
If you still need some more conviction, don’t sign any document like you had a gun to your head, stall
and stall more if you have to, do your homework and research online or give your lawyer friend a ring.
Bottom line: Be sure to be sure.
Feeling like you have no options?
Ahh this should a favorite for many...those psychological games that leave you feeling like you have no
choice in the world but to simply sell to that particular agent.
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If you thought sales execs had the gift of gab, picture the guy that makes people buy homes postLehmann, and at a profit—what nerve you say!
Regardless of the irony, even foreclosure is an option; heck, even packing up and jumping town is also
an option…
No matter what the situation with your home is, even if for good ol’ positivity’s sake, just never let any
broker make you feel like you’re out of options, and especially if the only option binds you to THAT
realtor and no other.
Does the deal sound too good to be true?
It would be so much easier to do a mini- exposé and just place some links here for self-explanatory
reasons. But we’ve all been there before – that unquestionably familiar dopamine feeling...
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Remind yourself again: Why on earth would you be beaming with pleasure when you’re so deep into
debt, have a home that’s borderline to foreclosure—or stark underwater, when you’re just about to sell
it for a cash amount that’s so many percentiles lower than the actual value...YET afford to have the false
sense of endorphins?
If you so much as feel like a broker is offering a too-good-to-be-true (but-I-want-it-true) deal, know that
positivity has nothing to do with it. Such are the times when realism needs to step in and give idealism a
back bench.
Someone has got to draw the line and define a throw-away price even in a weak economy...and there
are only two reasons why you’d fall victim to a “We Buy Houses” scam: Because you let it happen or
because you let it happen. Here’s the one thing we’ll gladly make you feel like you have NO options for!
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“I Buy Houses” – Top 5 Tips For A Good Deal

If you were to get a dollar for every realtor pitching “I buy houses”, you would pay off your
debts and buy your own house if you had to! But if you were to lose a dollar for every one of
these gents that IS NOT genuine, foreclosure would be the least of your problems...
That’s because owning a French dictionary never made one a polished Frenchman, and it’s
common knowledge that every industry has its fair share of quacks—even in area code 90210.
So if you’re out to find a buyer for your house, or probably just want cash for your home,
chances are, you’re going to need a realtor.
Better be safe than sorry, and this right here, is a fundamental approach and 5 tips to
discerning if an “I Buy Houses” agent is worth his salt.

Experience is indeed the best teacher
If you were to decide to go all do-it-yourself on your home sale, who would you consult?
Certainly not a tenant who’s closest sniff at real estate is the rent they pay at the end of the
month.
“There are no virgins in a maternity ward”... So goes an African proverb, enough said already!
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Experience is a BIG plus for any professional in any industry, and especially in a market that’s
simply fair/unfair, speculative/non-speculative, in other words, no economics suffice to earn
stripes in the realty market—only experience does.
TIP:


Find out how far and wide the agent’s experience measures...



Remember, it’s all about quality over quantity.



Is the agent’s experience intensive or extensive?



Is the real estate agent a Master of Something or a Jack of All-things?

Looking at eHouseOffers (mind you, we buy houses), you realize the specificity of our dealings,
coverage and scope. When it comes to the real estate market in Seattle, we can cut it right
down to size and serve it chilled.
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Picture this:
Realtor X: Has sold a house in Manhattan, one in Chicago, one in Denver, another in Des
Moines; he’s listed one in Georgia, has bought one in Brooklyn and when he buys your house,
he’ll have bought one other house in Seattle.
Realtor Y: Has “bought and sold 25 houses” in Seattle (in the last year alone), currently has 2
Seattle homes listed, and when he buys your Seattle house, that number will be a “not-sopretty” 26, at which point the record will show “over 25 houses bought and sold”…
It’s a no-brainer folks, experience and specialization count for a lot of stripes in the real estate
market; your reasons and our reasons for being inclined to Realtor Y are all the same!
A good picture needs a good background
Someone once joked that if he could do a background check on his kids before having them,
none of them would have his name...
Ok, maybe that’s a dry one but it makes sense, no? If only background checks were readily
available…prisons would be booming business due to all the corporate crooks yet to be
uncovered.
It pains the pros in cosmetic surgery to see botched reconstruction, just as much as it pains the
pros in real estate to see rogue realtors rising through the ranks... It’s like watching a genuine
painting worth millions sell for less than a million bucks in the black market—it’s far much
better to have a fake painting go for more than a genuine one going for less.
Maybe you didn’t have the chance to run a background check on your kids before having them,
but you’ll have no one to blame for not running a background check on your real estate broker.
TIP:


The aim of this is not necessarily to find out if an agent has a criminal record or not...



A rogue realtor may not have a criminal record but is he even qualified in his dealings?



Is his “I Buy Houses” practice even legit?



Is he using “black hat” and/or “red hat” methods thinking there’s no Google to bust his
hat trick? Google your agent! (pun intended)
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License please!
Which brings us to the point where the boys in blue courteously yet matter-of-factly tap the
window and ask for a license—and by the way you don’t have to be coy or sly about this, by all
means ask if you have to, by all means point it out if you haven’t seen a license certificate
glaringly staring at you 30-minutes into sitting at the agent’s office.

Photo credits: phillhillusa.wordpress.com

If your agent takes offence or takes it personally, it’s probably because the license long expired
(or was denied if it isn’t non-existent altogether!).
Else there’s no disrespect or disregard in asking an agent about his license, because as
previously mentioned here, the entire fraternity of professional realtors is well-aware of the
menace with rogue realtors otherwise calling themselves “competition”.
Also ask yourself, if the question of a license is the elephant in the room, what of credentials
and references? Oh, don’t get us started!
What say the references?
We’re not sparing this one either... As long as you’re required to give references in your CV
when applying for jobs, then smack right on it and ask your prospecting agent for any
references, because when you look at it from a broader perspective, you ARE in the process of
hiring someone.
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If your agent’s work can’t speak for itself, the references should. In cases where there aren’t
any/enough references to win your heart, then you might want to weigh in on other qualifying
factors before you rule out the next superstar agent in his baby steps.
Alternatively, make a date with our cash for homes tips and find out if you’ll be signing divorce
papers—to your agent!
Show me your friends and I’ll tell you who you are...
If Warren Buffet introduced you to a home investor, trust, none of all the tips and guidelines we
give on eHouseOffers will count for jack, you won’t even bother to read this article thus
far...and if you happen to be selling your house (heck, you might not even be selling but decide
to midway into your conversation with WB), we all know who you’ll be selling it to!
That’s the power of friendships and networking. So if you have your hunches about an I Buy
Houses broker, find out WHO his associates are – plain and simple advice that could save you a
great deal.
Take our word for it, the docs in Dr. 90210 have NO BUSINESS “chilling” with the rogues who
bring them business through botched reconstructions...yep, it’s never always about the money.
You’re probably wondering...”So who are our friends?” The truth is, at eHouseOffers we really
have no friends, if you want to know who we are, just do business with us, it’s that simple!
Our good friends made a point of littering our site with their wealth of insights, lessons, tips and
secrets garnered from years of experience, and you can find all this in the Spotlight section of
the site.
If we aren’t the best in the business, we certainly roll with the best of Seattle, and you know
where that leaves us…!
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Short Sale In Seattle: The Do’s Of A Seattle Home Short Sale

Seattle is the land of Space Needles, Emerald forests, Microsoft, Starbucks, and yes, Short Sales—
especially amongst luxury homeowners. Perhaps the basic guidelines and regulations are all the same
for a short sale in Denver as that in Seattle, but why take chances when you have us?

Admittedly, the state of the US economy in the last 5 years or so has been way off the mark, in a
negative sense—just like the number of short sales in Seattle have been way off the mark, in a positive
sense.
What exactly should be done when going about a short sale in the Emerald City?
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This is as much for the real estate agent as it is for the home owner in Seattle: The DO’s of a short sale in
Seattle, as constituted for in the real estate, mortgage and licensing laws of the land.
Home short sales demystified


Short Sales are legal by law

In case someone convinced you otherwise, a short sale is indeed legal and recognizable by the law in
Seattle and beyond.
Yes, there are some real estate agents painting mud on short sales through marketing gimmicks that
successfully confuse home owners on more than one level.
One of the services provided by eHouseOffers is home short sales, a service that’s closely almost
synonymously linked to the more common “cash for homes” and “we buy houses” marketing
strategies.


Short Sales do not guarantee amnesty from the financier/creditor/lender/mortgagee

Going back to basics – what is the proper definition of a short sale?
Straight off the top of your head, you should know the following about short sales in real estate:
o

A short sale is quite literally, “short-selling” or “selling short”

o

A short sale generates proceeds that are less than the debt owed on the property

o

It is usually done because the debtor/mortgagor is not in a position to finance the
amount owing (i.e. the loan balance)

o

The debtor/mortgagor must first seek consent for the short sale from the
financier/creditor/lender/mortgagee

o

This is because the financier/creditor/lender/mortgagee will possibly get less than
the amount owed on the property

o

The creditor or financier should in turn accept or decline to liberate the property
from any liens tied to the property prior to any further transactions (such as a short
sale) on the property

o

Additionally, many homeowners often opt for doing a short sale (if circumstances
allow), as opposed to holding out for a foreclosure on their homes when their
homes go underwater or when the homeowner is simply “upside down” on their
mortgage arrears.
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Going by all this, you must not overlook the fact that even though the financier, creditor, lender or
mortgagee chooses to release any liens holding back the short selling property, the creditor still holds
the right to either pardon or not pardon the deficit on the property loan.


A Short Sale is not a piece of cake that any buyer/investor can eat

It is necessary for any home investor dealing in home short sales to actually possess some skill,
knowledge and certification in property short sales.
Remember that a short sale entails a minimum of 2 legal contracts:
o

The contract between the creditor and debtor (mortgagee and mortgagor) – this covers the
consent to short sell, the terms to forfeit (or not to forfeit) the deficit, and any other terms

o

The contract between the seller and buyer of the property (homeowner and new owner) –
this includes declarations that there are no liens tied to the property, among other terms
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The DO’s of a short sale in Seattle
1. It goes without saying, a homeowner should first seek full consent from the financier or creditor
before proceeding with a short sale on their Seattle home, and this should be in writing with
formal documentation.
2. In order to officiate a short sale, the officiating party or broker should have any of the following:


A license to practice as a realtor or real estate agent



A license from the state of Washington to practice as a lawyer or attorney



A license approving the broker as the mortgage loan originator

3. The homeowner does not need a license to market their short sale home, but for any other
party or broker looking to buy and sell the property, then a license certifying the transaction is a
necessity.
4. All the proceeds acquired from the property’s short sale should be duly accorded to the
financier, creditor, lender, mortgagee
5. Following approval of the short sale, the debtor or mortgagor should disclose all information
regarding the transaction to the creditor or mortgagee – both parties should be on the same
page
6. Likewise, the broker, attorney, or real estate agent should be completely honest with both the
mortgagee and the mortgagor with regards to all the dealings concerning the short sale
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7. When listing the Seattle home for short sale, the listing price (asking price) should be an
appraised value that reflects the fair market price at that point in time
8. In the event that a debtor or mortgagor is willing to continue living in the Seattle house, but is
nonetheless “upside down” on the mortgage or is unable to continue paying the loan, then the
homeowner is obliged to vacate the house so as to facilitate the short sale transaction
9. The short sale broker should allow sufficient room for the creditor or mortgagee to weigh all
proposed offers for the short selling property with all the competitiveness and fairness of the
market
10. For the case of brokers who buy houses for cash, it’s good practice to avoid reselling the short
sale property before the transaction with the homeowner and mortgage lender has been closed.
Once that transaction has been cleared, settled and closed, the broker or agent is at liberty to
repossess, resell or do whatever he so pleases with the property which is now under his full
ownership with no liens barring the property ownership.
As far as the DO’s of short sales in Seattle goes, these 10 points are perhaps the most fundamental, and
if both the Seattle homeowner and the agent are right with these 10 do’s, then all is well with the law of
the land.
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Sell My Seattle Home Fast

If you thought watching your kids bobbing in a jumping castle was any dizzying, then the zigzags
of the real estate market will prove nauseating. You’d be forgiven for mistaking a 12-month
property index graph for a 12-year one…the dips and tips would seem all too exaggerated for a
1-year duration. And if that’s not anything to go by, then the number of homeowners singing to
the tune of “Sell my Seattle home fast” should count for something.
If you want to sell your home FAST, it’s only because you have a good reason to—be it financial,
legal or personal—a good reason all the same. But before you can see that to fruition, it would
save you a great deal of heartache, money and time if you sat in for our class on 5 Tips To A
Faster Home Sale.
Ladies and gentlemen, class is in session!
Why is it taking so long for your Seattle home to sell?
For what it’s worth, it shouldn’t be a concern as to where in Seattle you live…
A house in Ballard, just like that in Lake Union or North Seattle—they all have to basically meet
the same standards (construction, pipeline, safety, etc). So more often than not, it’s not really
about where in Seattle your home is…
Well, you might say that some residential areas are generally preferred to others, but that
rarely accounts for why many of the “go-slow” homes take forever to sell.
With these 5 tips to a faster home sale, your Seattle home will be as good as sold by the time
you’re through…and we know that for sure because we just do; because it’s our business to
know what works and it’s in your best interest to simply trust us!
Tip #1: “S” for Spruce-up, Spice-up
Tip #2: “O” for O-nnounce Online
Tip #3: “L” for Legalize
Tip #4: “D” for Delegate
Tip #5: “SELL – SETTLE!”
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Before you commit to selling your house, you need to figure out just how much time you have,
or are willing to commit to the whole process; in essence, you will be determining your
relevance of how fast is fast.
And now for the tips…
Tip #1: “S” for Spruce-up
So you’ve heard that you can sell your Seattle house “as is” and also heard that “they take
ramshackles too…!”
You then figured, “What the heck, why bother myself with renovations and repairs when I can
just sell as is?!”
And you’d actually be right. But what makes the difference between packet milk and cow milk?
And let’s not start on delving into explanations of where the packet milk comes from! (cows—
right?)
Of course it’s all cow milk, but because of added value (tetra pack for packet milk), your
children would be forgiven for thinking that packet milk doesn’t come from cows.
Similarly, you’d willingly pay more for a 500ml packet of milk at the retail store than a litre jug
of milk straight from the source (no explanations here either!).
Tip #1 probably applies to everyone…



unless your home is always in tip-top shape, perfect condition, no-repairs-needed (Even
the most OCD’d obsessive compulsive may miss this mark!)
unless you really don’t care about the money you’ll be getting for your home (Really, in
this economy? We’d pay you for not caring!)
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What can you do to spruce-up and spice-up your home? Not much really, it all depends on what
you’re willing to commit, how much money you’re willing to spend, and how much effort you’re
willing to put in.
There are so many DIY resources you can knock ideas off of, and besides, how much incentive
would it really take:


to put things in order and tidy up? (an untidy house makes for a hidy mouse)



to de-clutter the house both indoors and outdoors? (hoarders, your’re in trouble!)



to clean up and perhaps even do a spring cleaning? (which you never do even in Spring!)



to water the flowers in the back-yard and front-yard? (it doesn’t take summer to dry
flowers!)



to mow the lawn? (and finally see the front of your house!)

It’s simple and basic efforts that make a whole big difference which could amount to a couple
of dollar bills more, and YOU CAN determine the number zeros on the extra bill notes!
Tip #2: “O” for O-nnounce Online
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Remember when it would cost so much to put up an ad in the classifieds section of your local
daily…so much dime for just a line… Yep, we can safely say, those days are a goner!
Thanks to so many free web portals for classified ads, even children are advertising for better
mommies…you don’t have to cough a penny for a worldwide many…. Yep, we can safely say, if
you can’t use these, you’re the loser!

Matter-of-fact, try doing a run-in on any of the sites below, rest assured, you won’t be the only
one selling your Seattle home, the only difference is, THEY will probably sell faster because for
every 2 eyes that see YOUR house when passing by, 1000 pairs see THEIR homes without even
having to pass by them!


Craigslist – off course they don’t just do “personals”, the “housing” section is where you
want to look



Zillow – a neater option perhaps



Trulia – true to the word, and they’ve also got plenty of resources on the real estate
market



HomeGain – and gain from your home



Redfin, ZipRealty, among numerous other similar sites with listings in homes for sale
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Social Networks – if Zuckerberg can make a milli from your social network, you might as
well try and make yours from his social network!

When your internet connection goes off, you might as well spread the word offline…you know:


Posters – the good old way is a gold way



Word-of-mouth – nothing, really, NOTHING beats word-of-mouth in advertising, people
listen to people and especially if they’re familiar



Announcements – there’s no shame here, tuck that in if you must and do it at your
soccer mom group, the Parent’s Association at your son’s grade school…what’s your
book club for if they can’t write home about your home?...or your church, your
devoutness may just pay off (pun intended)…

There’s just so much “o-nnouncing” you can do for your Seattle home…you could even get
crafty and just draft an attractive email (an in-between of a copywritten sales page and a
friendly forward) with photos of your home and send it out to all your email contacts; if they
ask, just tell them some virus has been doing that——but your house is still on sale: Fast come
fast serve! (no typos there)
Tip #3: “L” for Legalize
There’s no escaping the law…not in modern day America! Besides, if you’re going to head out
to Vegas with the cash from your home, you might as well make sure the feds don’t cut you
short when you’ve just hit jackpot.
Legalizing could entail a whole number of things, depending on what documentation, equity,
loans and liens you have on your property.
If you took out a mortgage, there’s no way you’re going to sell the house before you get official
clearance. If your title has some ish-ish, you better define that before you go ahead and think
you can “blindly” pass it on to your buyer.
In case you’re not sure of what to do or how to go about the legal “gibberish”, you could talk to
your mortgage broker, your bank manager, or perhaps even seek legal counsel. In reality, a
home sale barely ever has just the 1st and 2nd party, and it’s in your best interest to even be
“over-cautious” as opposed to “unconscious” about it.
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Straighten out your liens and set the lines straight. There’s no shortcut so short you can dodge
the law.
Tip #4: “D” for Delegate
This goes out to all of Seattle’s micro-managers and pupils of the “I-can-do-it-best” school of
thought. Who are we kidding, you NEED a realtor—you need to delegate!
And unless you’ve had sufficient prior experience in selling homes, or at the very least, you’ve
personally sold another house before, then the eHouseOffers doors remain open.
Really, we’re not advertising here, someone does need to take out the sails, and if you’ve never
been onboard, you might just discover your seasickness while you’re at it…
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Feel free to talk to other homeowners who have some experience with real estate agents, that
would especially help in knowing which realtors to avoid (even realtors have blacklists)…and if
you’re selling your home in Seattle, don’t be surprised if someone puts in a word for us…we
have spies!
Tip #5: “SELL – SETTLE!”
If we could flip the coin…this is where most real estate agents have qualms with homeowners
selling their homes…and especially to the one whose been “trying to sell my Seattle home fast”,
WE are on your case!
Optimism is great; if you live by it. Pessimism is greater; if you survive by it. But if you trade by
it, you better stick to the greatest Realism.
Forgive the cliché but there’s no telling how “nonchalant” the real estate market has been…so
whatever makes you think – “If you get a good deal today, there’s a better one tomorrow”,
whatever makes you think so should take you back to 2008 and remind you what it means to
wake up in a generous CDO market on Thursday, and wake up to a bursting bubble on Friday.
Friday has not been Friday since the global meltdown, and the smart ones in the room—err
market—know better…when to SELL and SETTLE. Hey, and to the Seattle homeowner who
won’t settle, where have you been, have you not heard the big hush-hushed secret about how
God-sent our market has been? Here’s a season’s gift with love from us…
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Image credits: redfin.com

If you’re still skeptical, why don’t you just have a run-in on homeowners “still selling” their “nogo homes” 14 months after they were listed…the song is the same…”We’re waiting for a better
deal!”…and the ruthless realty market will simply let the sleeping dogs lie!
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Selling Your Seattle House As Is

Have you ever felt so uncomfortable in your house, you wouldn’t walk around barefoot? You
know what that means…as someone once quoted, home is not home if it doesn’t feel right to
walk around without shoes. An amazing family from King County approached us some time
back and theirs was simple: We’re after selling our Seattle house as is, what are the prospects
for our ramshackle?!
Obviously, it was one of those moments where professional etiquette checks out the door in
between cackles…“ramshackle”? Who even uses that? But the point was clear, there may be
some beautiful homes in King County, but not everyone has a knack in home maintenance and
repair, and this family was one of those.

What kind of “as is” house will NOT sell in Seattle?
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None! The truth is, there is a market, demand, and a buyer for any kind of Seattle house.
What’s trash to the miner is gold to the scrap metal guy…
Selling a house “as is” basically means just that – you sell a house in whatever state or condition
it is, i.e:


It doesn’t matter if it’s crumbling down the middle…



Or if it harbors microscopic and non-microscopic self-sustaining ecosystems…



Or if you use umbrellas indoors when it rains outside…

When selling/buying a house as is, it doesn’t necessarily refer to dilapidated houses (hint: “a
ramshackle”), but the point is to incorporate even those houses that are typically deemed
uninhabitable, “unbuyable” or “unsellable”.
What kind of “as is” Seattle homes CAN you sell?
You’ll appreciate your rustic trailer-sized home when you see photos of some of the Seattle
homes we’ve helped sell, or rather, homes we’ve bought.
In most cases, common issues with houses sold “as is” include:


Structural issues: leaking roofs, broken drainage pipes, clogged gutters, cracked walls,
depleted flooring



Aesthetic issues: rotting woodwork, outgrown lawns, creepy foyers, “wastelands” for a
backyard



Financial issues: threat of foreclosure, underwater mortgages, asset liquidation



Logistical issues: poor strategic location, proximity to hazards (yawning manholes, bare
electric lines), distance from business centres/city centre



Neighborhood issues: gang-infested, drug-prone, child/family-unfriendly,
filthy/dirty/dusty, noisy



Health risks: mold infestation, insect infestation (mosquitoes, roaches, spiders, ants),
rodent infestation (rats), swampy environs, trash dumps in vicinity, damp
home/furniture



Personal issues: financial constraints (for bills, utilities, repair, maintenance), family,
marriage, divorce, retirement, retrenchment, permanent relocation, death,
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superstitions/myths, need for change, upgrading/downgrading the standard of living,
inheritance


Non-issue: you don’t have to have a problem with your house so as to sell it…there’s a
pretty big market and great demand for good, well-maintained, beautiful Seattle homes
too!

What to expect when selling a house as is
Any realtor would pay more for a house that can be bought “as is” as opposed to a house that
can be sold “as is”; because while the former is customer-ready, the latter isn’t. It would
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definitely cost much more to make the latter a tad bit more customer-ready, be it in terms of
repairs, maintenance costs, renovations, etc.
In essence, you should expect the following when selling your Seattle house as is:
1. Spot cash with less stash
You may get your money alright, but chances are, it won’t be as much (depending on the
condition of the house).
By the time the real estate agent factors in all repair, maintenance and utility costs, as well as
running costs and any other additional expenses on your as is house, you may have to take
home a less-than-expected pay, but fair nonetheless.
2. Cash to Close
Unless you have a couple of pro bono professionals just a phone-call away, evading “cash to
close” will be quite impossible…
While you may find a pro bono lawyer, you won’t be twice as lucky to also find a charitable
realtor… (Even eHouseOffers would have loved to pull a Rockefeller on all its clients, but then
we wouldn’t have so many clients, now would we? There still is a line between quality and
cheap, and it’s not a thin one!)
Assuming you do get lucky and for some reason happen to have a close cousin for a realtor and
a big sister for a lawyer, will you go ahead and find an in-law for a banker?
In reality, unless you have cleared all your obligations and liabilities to the property, and have a
whole team of pro bono guys to foresee the sale of your house, cash to close will be at a close.
What are the factors influencing how much “Cash to Close” you will be required to pay?


mortgage payments
o are you up to book, over and done with, or in arrears with your mortgage?
o the more the arrears, the higher your cash to close



liens tied to the property
o do you still have any obligations (financial, legal) still binding you to the
property?
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o does your title deed have any clearance or transfer issues?
o zero or no liens translates to lower cash to close


service fees
o since there aren’t any Red Cross realtors, you’ll most likely have to slip some
service fee into your agent’s pocket
o in case of any litigation, legal proceedings or need for legal counsel, a lawyer will
come in handy and to you a cost so dandy
o your house will require a current value assessment and appraisers in Seattle
know their minimum rates all too well
o title deed agents overseeing the processing of property transfer often take their
fair-share bite out of your cash to close
o any other professionals brought on board to facilitate the sale of your Seattle
home will most likely come at a cost

3. Time to Close
By now it should be getting clearer just how much protocol and bureaucracy may be involved in
selling your Seattle house…
You’ve probably come across those tongue-in-cheek real estate agents that will go ahead and
promise to buy your house instantly and make a close (or, close the deal) in record time…
Not to burst anyone’s bubble, and even though it is very possible, using that sales pitch so
vehemently and ambitiously can sometimes be misleading even to the most discretionary type
of homeowner.
Having already looked at all that’s involved, all the 3rd, 4th and 5th parties, all the procedural
aspects and the whole she-bang, you wouldn’t logically expect to get cash for your house in a
heartbeat.
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Do WE buy Seattle houses “AS IS”?
It is with pride and joy that eHouseOffers offers to buy Seattle homes as is. Some homeowners
go through so much trouble “prepping” their homes for sale, and what’s even more
discouraging is that despite all their efforts, their homes still do not end up “ready-for-sale” or
“customer-ready”.
To be on the safe side, just DON’T make assumptions; they could cost you more than an
unscrupulous real estate agent.
If you have any questions or concerns, do feel free to consult with us; we don’t promise more
than we can deliver, but we make an exception to delivering more than promised!
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How To Get Cash For Your Seattle Home

Like “how to make money online”, if ever there was a search query that topped on Google after
the real estate bubble, then “how to get cash for your home” must have been a good
contender for 1st position.
Who’s to say that the realty market in Seattle has been doing too well? So in the spirit of
making ends meet, making budget-wise adjustments here and there, you found yourself
Googling “how to get cash for your Seattle home”; and because some of the guys at Google are
our great drinking buddies, you found yourself here…
Don’t worry, we’ll make this one-for-the-road so much worth a buy—because that’s what you’ll
be getting at the end of it all—cash for your Seattle home!
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Some Spanish Inquisition please, on the rocks!
If you’ve been binging with realtors who vow by a one-size-fits-all solution to getting cash for
your home, then you might as well get cash for wasting your time!
What worked for one homeowner will not necessarily work for another; various factors come
to the fore, even for homes in the same state.
A round of questions should help figure out your best alternative…questions such as:


How long have you been paying your mortgage?



How much equity have you invested on your home?



How much does the balance on your mortgage amount to?



How do the current mortgage rates compare to those from when you initially took up
your mortgage?



What kind of mortgage loan did you first sign up for?



How “pretty-looking” is your credit rating, has it aged gracefully or otherwise?

Let’s face it, why should someone who’s done a great job in dragging his credit rating through
the mud, have an easy way out like you after all those years of financial discipline on your part?
Or for someone who’s only felt the burden of mortgage for a year—when you have your 9 years
to book—and yet still get more cash than you?
You better believe it; nature, if not the law, and if not the Constitution, has a way of balancing
out—you know, natural selection, survival for the fittest, justice for all, an eye for an eye…so be
sure, when it comes to getting cash for your house, be it in Seattle or elsewhere, there will be a
Gentleman’s Table, and not every homeowner-turned-homeseller will have a seat!
Simply put:


If you have less Equity on your home, don’t expect to be sitting right next to another
homeowner with more equity at the Gentleman’s Table



If you’ve been paying mortgage for close to a decade, you won’t be seeing rookies with
newborn mortgages at the Gentleman’s Table
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If your mortgage balance is the same as another homeowner’s, regardless of the
differences in how long both of you have been getting deducted paychecks, if both
homes currently have relatively similar values, you might just find yourself sitting across
each other at the Gentleman’s Table’

Your realtor may lie to you, but know what to believe…
Don’t be deceived—and you probably will if you go knocking at just any realtor’s door without
discretion—for the truth of the matter is:


you can never “make a kill” from selling your home for cash



it’s not a “profit-making” venture per se…“loss-reducing” sounds more like it



you cannot reap where you haven’t sown



think of it as “a small reward for your mortgage investment”



or, if dung hit the fan, “a shortcut out of a bad investment”
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How much cash you’ll get for your Seattle home really depends on the following main C’s:
Change – the amount you owe on your loan, the balance owing (this is one of those situations
you should be anticipating less change and not more)
Current cost – the current appraisal or current market value of your home (unfortunately, a
factor you barely have any control over)
Credit – your reputation with your past creditors (apparently, when it comes to business,
they’re competitors, but when it comes to your ratings, they become friends)
Care – someone’s going to come looking, and you never know if it’s going to be your home’s
prospective buyer, so for what it’s worth, take good care of your home, it might just translate
to a few more hundred dollars the next time we see a Goldman Sachs sequel…after 2008, $100
suddenly meant so much!
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What are your options for getting cash on your Seattle home?
Consider the following illustration in order to fully grasp what your options are :Assume you have only taken up a single mortgage loan on your home, and the loan is worth
$190,000 while the current value of your home is say $220,000.
If you have already paid $100,000 out of the total loan, then your current balance owed to the
mortgage lender $90,000.
Your equity on that home in turn becomes:
[ $220,000 - $90,000 ] = $130,000.
(which is the difference between your mortgage balance and your home’s current value
depending on market values or current appraisal)
Note:


the higher your mortgage balance is, the lower your equity is



the lower your mortgage balance is, the higher your equity is



hence the more you’ve paid out of your mortgage, the higher your equity

Having considered everything, you can now weigh your options with any of the following
alternatives to get cash from your home, and they include:
1. Home Equity Loan
This is a supplementary loan to your initial mortgage loan, and it allows you to actually pledge
your home as collateral for the second loan; however, it will in turn lower your home equity
value.
Furthermore, the interest on the home equity loan may either be a fixed rate or a varying one;
this loan is typically only designated as a refinancing loan, meaning that it cannot be used to
purchase another home—only to refinance the loan on the first home.
2. “Cash-out” Refinance Loan
This is an alternative loan that enables you to take up more than what you owe on your first
mortgage. You then wage that against your home equity, so that you can cash up or “cash out”
on the difference between this second loan and your balance on the first loan.
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So the “cash-out” loan will literally “wipe-out” your initial loan all at once and consequently
allow you to acquire your home equity as well.
Example:
Your home equity from the previous illustration is $ 130,000 and the balance on the first
mortgage is $ 90,000.
So if you take a 2nd mortgage and you want to pocket $ 10,000 then you will apply for a cashout refinance loan worth $ 100,000 so that you can cash out $10,000.
[ $100,00 - $90,000 ] = $10,000.
(which is the difference between your 1st balance and the 2nd loan)
3. HELOC (Home Equity Line Of Credit)
This is yet another alternative loan that’s acquired as a limited percentage on the current value
of the home, and then that percentage is waged against the mortgage balance so that the
homeowner gets the difference acquired.
Example:
From the given illustration, the home’s current value is appraised from $ 190,000 to $ 220,000.
If the set HELOC percentage rate is 70% then the percentage value translates to:
[ 80% x $ 220,000 ] = $176,000.
The balance on the 1st mortgage is $90,000.
So the difference of the 1st loan balance from the HELOC percentage value becomes:
[$176,000 - $90,000 ] = $86,000 = HELOC
Having computed your HELOC (Home Equity Line Of Credit), the 2nd loan financier determines a
fixed rate and the amount/limit you can obtain at any one time, and this is based on various
other factors, including your financial constraints (debts and liabilities), your income, and yes,
your credit rating or credit history
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Don’t be ashamed!
Rest assured, there’s absolutely nothing to be ashamed about your situation – desperately
wanting to cash in on your Seattle home…considering everybody was affected by the real
estate bubble (including Warren Buffet!), only the unaffected should be shy about it.
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Why You Should Sell Your Seattle Home
“All I really had was a suitcase and my drums. So I took them up to Seattle and hoped it would
work.” That’s how the rock-star Dave Grohl put it. You probably shifted base and headed to
Seattle just like he did…how you went from raring to move to Seattle and onto wondering why
you should sell your Seattle home…well, that should be a tale that could go stale (thanks to sob
story oblivion).
Point in perspective: you want to sell your Seattle home, you want cash from your Seattle
house and whether or not that implies moving out…well, that should be a story that won’t be
gory (thanks to processes like mortgage refinancing).
Which begs the question…where does the seller meet the buyer?
Let’s face it, if you’re going to take things realistically, then you’ll pretty much have to sit on
both sides of the fence and weigh all aspects from both perspectives--yours as the seller and
the other as the buyer.
From the buyer’s perspective, you’ll want to know:
Why are you selling the house?
From the seller’s perspective, you also want to know:
Why should I sell my house?
Feeling cheated? You probably expected a smart-%$# question, sorry about that! This is where
the seller meets the buyer, and in case you’re wondering why, it IS important to “connect” with
your buyer as a seller…right?
Besides, if you can figure out the answer to one then you’ve answered the other question as
well.
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Why you should SELL your Seattle home
Other than the fact that you probably JUST WANT TO, it wouldn’t hurt to serve the cake with
some shake…and so here are some of the top most reasons you would be looking to sell your
Seattle home…or any other US home for that matter.
1. The real estate prices for houses in Seattle have been going…DOWN
Well, that’s pretty obvious, cliché even – you might say… But the most important thing is,
what’s it to you? How does that factor into your situation? Here goes:


You might just be paying so much more in mortgage for a house whose value is worth so
much less
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If you bought a house worth say $200,000 some 3-4 years ago and took out a mortgage loan to
help finance your purchase, your mortgage lender is not obligated or liable to “factor in” the
depreciating value of the house—you owe them what you owe them at the time of purchase,
depreciation notwithstanding…


You can buy an alternative house (maybe even bigger, better house than your current
home) at a relatively lower cost

You probably chose to forego a 4-bedroom house for your 3-bedroom house due to the prices
back when you were buying your current Seattle home.
But what if you found out (and with a realtor worth his salt…think ehouseoffers…you very easily
could!) that you can find an alternative home in Seattle, bigger and better than the one you’re
disposing—err—selling…think the 4-bedroom you couldn’t afford back then turned the 5bedroom you can afford right now…

2. Not so long ago…1/3 (a third) of the homes in Seattle were…UNDERWATER
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How long ago? Like 2011-long-ago, like just-a-year-long-ago, like not-so-long-ago!
Again we look at the facts: Not-so-long-ago, a third of Seattle homeowners like you were
actually underwater. In other words, one in three of your neighbors across that block in Seattle
were deep underwater with their homes.
There’s no telling what the figures are this year, 2012…probably worse—but even if it were
better, who’s to carry out the research that figures out if last year’s underwater Seattle
homeowners have sank deeper underwater or are now happy fish out of the water?
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Ahh Real Estate…Sometimes a brutal minefield for a frugal Garfield…(someone must have a
book about this – if not, we’ll write a poem if we have to!)
Don’t get it wrong, ‘being underwater’, ‘having an underwater home’, ‘an underwater
homeowner ’, ‘underwater loan/mortgage’… it’s really nothing to joke about, and +100 sources
later, we still haven’t found a less than pitiful definition/description of an “underwater
loan”…thus we’ll be so kind as to share the pain:
“Underwater” definitions (realty context) according to:
i.

BusinessDictionary.com

Underwater: Loan that has gone under its book value because (1) it is non-performing
(repayments are late or uncertain), (2) its interest rate is below the current market rate on loans
of similar amount and terms, (3) the market value of its collateral has decreased to less than the
amount of the outstanding loan balance, or (4) the collateral is not the principal source of loan's
payment.
ii.

InvestorWords.com

Underwater: A call option whose strike price is higher than the market price of the underlying
security, or a put option whose strike price is lower than the market price of the underlying
security. Thus, there is no incentive to exercise the option today. However, the option still has
"time value", value based on the fact that the prices of the underlier can change. This "time
value" diminishes as the option approaches maturity.
iii.

LoanSafe.org

Underwater: When a homeowner is left with more debt on their home than what it is worth on
the current market value, they now have what is called an underwater mortgage.
iv.

Investopedia.com

Underwater: A home purchase loan with a higher balance than the free-market value of the
home.
v.

WiseGeek.com

Underwater: Underwater mortgages are mortgage arrangements that effectively leave the
owner with more debt on the property than the current market value.
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When seeking advice about a sticky situation, you’d normally turn to professional counsel (if
you can afford it), a mentor (if you care), the Bible (if you believe), Google (because you can), or
common sense (which often isn’t too far away)…
But when a Dictionary has the answers (think about it, a Dictionary!)…who are we to tell you
why you need to sell your house?!

REFERENCES:


Forecast-chart.com: http://www.forecast-chart.com/estate-real-seattle.html



SeattleTimes.nwsource.com:
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/businesstechnology/2014166638_zillow09.html
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“Buy My House in Seattle!” – Could This Be You?

When Rob W. wrote in with a subject screaming, “BUY MY HOUSE IN SEATTLE!” we knew we
had a client in distress and the ehouseoffers sirens went off… What he didn’t know is that
enough clients come to us with a similar situation, and if this is you—you’ll know you’re in safe
hands in our stable.
“BUY MY HOUSE IN SEATTLE!
I’m Rob Wilson and I really need to sell my Seattle home…quickly!
Back in late 2008 my wife and I bought a house in Seattle, WA for $329,437. We were in search
of a lower deal (typically!) but that 4-bedroom detached house was just fit for our family of 3
boys. What’s more we found some nice schools for them and their mom wouldn’t have to drive
by every evening to pick them up in between part-time jobs.
Let’s face it, that was stark right in the middle of the economic meltdown, and though we had to
do several jobs to keep the family comfortable, the aftermath of the housing bubble hadn’t
quite hit us on a personal level…or so we thought.
My wife and I both worked 2 jobs, but we somehow got by and managed to keep up with our
mortgage payments each month, which came to a monthly payout of about $2,000 for a fixed
rate of 4.28% spread over 20 years.
The mortgage was never really a problem for us until my wife started getting ill in late 2010.
With extra medical bills that never quite determined what Selina’s diagnosis was – we were
running headfast onto a dead mill.
We just couldn’t keep up. She was spending more time in hospital than at home or work, and it
was only a matter of time before we collectively decided that she needed a break from work.
Selina (my wife) was diagnosed with late stage colon cancer and she passed on 2 months later
in November, 2010.
Long story short, a good chunk of the mortgage contributions which came from her wages were
now stacked upon my measly paychecks. God knows I’ve held it together for the past year, but
with a lot of strain and sacrifice.
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Frankly speaking, my boys and I have not exactly been living a life of comfort this past
year…and it was only a matter of time before I figured the mortgage was no longer
indispensable.
I’ve fortunately had a streak of luck with my mortgage financier and have acquired clearance
for a short-sale. The only other major hurdle is finding the right realtor to help me out.
It would be a major understatement if I said my plate was full, there’s just too much going on in
our lives…I have two teenage boys and Graham will be joining Elementary school in the
fall…that, coupled with my day and night jobs leaves me very little time to take care of things,
let alone find the right buyer for our home in Seattle.
A close family friend recommended ehouseoffers – apparently you guys finally got them a next
door neighbor in Central Bellevue, and hopefully our Sammamish home is next.
~ Robert Wilson.”

It’s not just a Seattle home sale…
Rob’s case is a typical one, and even more so after the “housing bubble” as he so aptly put it.
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To quickly go through the facts of this case as previously described, we establish that:
1. Rob needs to sell his Seattle home as quickly as possible
2. He’s not yet fallen short on mortgage payments (or at least he hasn’t categorically
stated otherwise) – but he is indeed straining and sacrificing a lot in order to do so
3. Rob weighed his options and applied to carry out a short sale on his Sammamish 4bedroom house
4. His mortgage financier (or lending bank) approved a short sale on the house
5. Rob is not exactly broke or worse-off, bankrupt, he hasn’t jeopardized his credit rating
(we cleared that up in our corresponding emails), but he also isn’t rich (sorry Rob!)…he’s
basically surviving BUT may not be able to keep up with his mortgage payments in the
near future
In other words, Rob can either hold it up—this whole working day and night burnout type of
lifestyle—and yet still find his way into foreclosure, or, alternatively, strike luck with a short
sale and salvage a whole lot in the process…

Why Rob needs to find a buyer for his Seattle home quickly
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We obviously didn’t need to remind Rob that he needs to sell his Seattle house fast—but we
did! His reasons for doing so may have been politically correct, but we really needed to run in
on him the “realtycally correct” reasons.
According to Rob, he urgently needs a buyer for his home so he can relieve his monthly budget
of his current mortgage payments. Basically, his objective is to cut costs and save more.
When we say, “save more”, we don’t just mean saving money…he probably figured out that
he’d also save face when he darkened the bank door to apply for a short sale. (There’s no
telling just how distressing, let alone embarrassing, a foreclosure on your home can be!)
From a seasoned realtor’s point of view, the following are the crucial reasons why Rob needs to
get a buyer FAST:
1. Often a times, the real estate market can be volatile if not fickle, and property that’s hot
today may not be so-so tomorrow
2. Considering that a short sale is somewhat of a favor from the lending institution
(sheepish—but true all the same), it’s in your best interest to strike the iron while hot—
before the short sale is revoked in turn for foreclosure
3. Good buyers, good deals…they don’t come by everyday (or easily!) and they don’t wait
on you as the home seller… YOU—the seller—wait on your buyer, YOU wait on that
super deal
4. Similarly, your lending institution or mortgage financier (bank) doesn’t necessarily have
to accept the purchase offer you bring to the table, if the mortgage company lands a
better deal from another third party, they have no obligation to go with your buyer
(besides, you ARE short-selling their property, you ARE discounting the loan they
financed for you, you ARE paying them less than what you initially agreed to pay)
5. And finally the more obvious reason: the more the short sale is delayed, the deeper
Rob’s Seattle home will sink him into debt, arrears, and expenses—remember, he’s
barely paid half the loan amount, he and his family are still active occupants of the
house, and that further incorporates additional costs such as maintenance and repairs
on the house they live in
Buying a house or taking a loan (mortgage) on a home is basically a form of investment. A smart
investor (be they in financial excesses or not) knows better than to stall and hold onto an
investment that will clearly attract a loss and not a profit…
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Think smart, act fast, be first – this should be the most logical reason for him to sell his Seattle
home quickly!

The feedback that brought Rob knocking at the ehouseoffers offices
…When you’re told that you can pay spot cash for an item at a cost X, or pay for it in
installments at a cost 1.87X, depending on the depth of your pocket, either deal isn’t bad…
…UNLESS if you’ll end up paying 2X for something that’s worth -0.3X...
…Because what that means is that you’ll be paying too much for too little – or, more vividly
put, making a loss for a loss…
…Wouldn’t you rather make a loss for something that was worth it anyway? Makes sense…!
______________________________________

And here’s some math for Rob’s Seattle home…
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There was no need to give Rob goosebumps without first proving just what we meant when we
told him that his Seattle home in Sammamish might just have been on autopilot head on to
being underwater…we had to give him the facts and shoot straight with the numbers because
they don’t lie…but his goosebumps were already up anyway…
Below are the rough estimates of the realty market appreciation/depreciation values for homes
in Seattle:
2008:

-7.11%

2009:

-9.89%

2010:

-4.09%

2011:

-4.66%

Rob and his wife bought their Seattle home back in the year 2008, late 2008, and so with the
above market trends, we will consider very basic cumulations and calculations from the year
2009 for Rob’s home.
I.

(for 2009)

Therefore, neglecting the depreciation value and thereby taking into consideration that of 2009
(-ve 9.89%) we see that his family home value had depreciated to about $ 296,855.
II.

(for 2010)

By the end of the following year, 2010, where the market depreciated a further –ve 4.09% his
Seattle home was worth about $ 284,714.
III.

(for 2011)

And it doesn’t get any better because by the time his wife had passed on in late 2011, their
home value had sunk lower to about $ 271,446 based on that year’s market depreciation value
of –ve 4.66%.
Below is a simpler breakdown of these details:
2009 end year:

$ 296,855 home value down from $ 329,437

2010 end year:

$ 284,714 home value down from $ 329,437

2011 end year:

$ 271,446 down from $ 329,437
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Now let us consider what Rob had paid in mortgage payments for his house by the end of 2011:
Monthly payout: $ 2045
Installments: 240 installments (20 yrs)
Total Interest: $ 161,363
(assuming he only started paying at the beginning of 2009, then we have:)
Loan paid (after 3 yrs): [ $ 2045 x 12 months x 3 years ] = $ 73,620
Loan amount: $ 329,437
Total mortgage: [ $ 329,437 + $ 161,363 ] = $ 490,800
** Remember:
He took out a loan worth $ 490,800 loan (whose interest over 20 years amounts to $ 161,363)
for a house originally worth $ 329,437.
IV.

(after a 3-yr mortgage payment)

This means that by the end of 2011, his mortgage financier still expected him to pay:
[ $ 2045 x 12 months x (20 – 3) years ] = $ 417,180
YET, by the end of 2011, his home’s value had depreciated to: $ 271,446
AND, for his home to have been “underwater” it means that he still owed the mortgage
financier more than the current value of his house at the time when he was applying for a short
sale (i.e. end of 2011).
Mathematically speaking:


He was buying: a $ 329,437 house at $ 490,800 (over a span of 20 years, fixed rate)



He had only paid: $ 73,620 (after 3 years)



By end of 2011, i.e. after 3 years of mortgage:
o He was owing: [ $ 490,800 - $ 73,620 ] = $ 417,180
o For a house that was at that time worth: $ 271, 446
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Meaning that in a few month’s time (mid 2012):


the amount owing will be: [ $ 417,180 – ($ 2045 p.m. x 6 months) ] = $ 404,910



even if he was to originally buy that house WITHOUT interest (which is $ 161, 363),



the amount still owing would be: [ $ 404,910 - $ 161,363 ] = $ 243,547
(assuming that the realty market would see a ZERO 0% change by end-2012)



that $ 243,547 and the $ 271,446 value is more or less green apple red apple



which would be like he hadn’t even paid a dime for 3 years…(but he had, $ 73,620 to be
exact!) – keeping in mind that this is even after assuming zero interest, zero percentage
change since end-2011

It’s now not hard to see why Rob came rushing to our offices, he may have lost that day’s
wages, but that would be nothing compared to what he’d be losing with his mortgage
payments.

In simple English:
If Rob decided to pay the cumulative loan at once and at the beginning of 2012, he would have
PAID in total:
[ $ 73,620 + $ 417,180 ] = $ 490,800
OR
[ $ 329,437 + $ 161,363 ] = $ 490,800
for a house that is currently worth $ 271,44
…Crazy? You bet!!
Simply, after a 3-yr mortgage payment period, he was OWING:
[ $ 490,800 - $ 73,620 ] = $ 417,180
for a house that was currently worth $ 271,44
…It’s AS IF:
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He hadn’t paid anything already…NOT!
$ 73,620 is no mean feat post-LehmannBros…



His home value was appreciating…NOT!
|-7.11%|  |-9.89% |  |-4.09%| | -4.66%| is not the most promising trend…



Mortgage companies care more about “Housing America” than making profits…NOT!
Watch ‘Inside Job’; ‘Subprime’; ‘Frontline: Inside The Meltdown’; ‘Wall Street: Money
Never Sleeps’; ‘Enron: The Smartest Guys In The Room’ …then go figure who’s helping
who!

______________________________________
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Theme – Guest blogs (Real Estate)

The Basics on How Probate Works http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/how-probate-works
What is a Probate Home Sale? http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/probate-home-sale
How to Sell a Home During Probate http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/selling-a-probate-house
5 Issues for Executors When Selling a House in Probate http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/issueswhen-selling-a-house-in-probate
3 Ways to Avoid Probate http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/avoid-probate
Essential Tips to Help Prevent Probate http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/prevent-probate
The Fastest Way to Sell a Home in Probate http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/fast-probate-homesale
10 Questions to Ask When Finding a Probate Home Buyer http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/findprobate-home-buyer
Probate Inheritance Taxes & Estate Taxes in Selling Inherited Assets
http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/probate-inheritance-taxes
Estate Tax Laws For 2011 To 2012 http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/estate-tax-laws-2011-2012
Why You Should Sell Your Seattle Home http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/why-you-should-sellyour-seattle-home
How To Get Cash For Your Seattle Home http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/cash-for-homesseattle
Selling Your Seattle House As Is http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/selling-a-house-as-is-seattle
Sell My Seattle Home Fast http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/sell-my-home-fast-seattle
Reasons Why Your Seattle Home Won’t Sell Fast http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/problemselling-seattle-home-fast
Cash For Houses In Seattle http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/cash-for-houses-seattle
“I Buy Houses” – Top 5 Tips For A Good Deal http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/i-buy-housestop-5-tips
We Buy Houses Scam: How To Avoid It http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/we-buy-houses-scam
Short Sale In Seattle: The Do’s Of A Seattle Home Short Sale
http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/seattle-short-sale-dos
Short Sale In Seattle: The Don’ts Of A Seattle Home Short Sale
http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/short-sale-donts-seattle
Home Investors http://www.ehouseoffers.com/g/home-investors
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